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The Teaching of Jesus

Sermon on the 
Mount

• “upside-down 
kingdom” (poor are 
exalted)

• inner/outer alignment
• radical trust
• love of enemies

Training of the 
disciples

• Service, healing 
and love

• Risk and see 
what’s possible

Idealistic 
but not soft on 
consequences

• “those who live 
by the sword will 
die by the sword”

• Predicting 
destruction of 
Jerusalem



Teaching orients structure and intention

• Clear direction and focus (love, service, justice, peace) – but 
not perfectionism or rigidity. (The sermon on the mount is 
community values not an individual measuring stick.) 

• “This is what this community is about and what our shared 
character is like.” 

• Teaching clarifies commitments, rituals enact them



The Spirit of Jesus

“you will do 
greater things”

Ability to love 
and do the 

teaching 

Inner Teacher –
“you will know 

the truth” 

Inner peace –
freedom from 

fear

Alignment and 
hope – abide 
and all things 
are possible

Your pain will 
turn to joy



Spirit energizes action and emotional 
engagement

• Overcomes laziness and resistance

• Courage in the face of fear

• Aligning individual and communal discernment

• Radical trust and hope in action (the impossible is possible) 

• Mercy triumphs over judgement (no purity culture)



The church community is where 
teaching/structure and Spirit align

• Teaching and structure without spirit gets lifeless and 
overwhelming – feels “too hard” or else people “split”: 
faking purity and living a lie (i.e. hypocrisy)

• Loving and just values and ideals require authentic grace 
and loving forgiveness to stay soft and human



The church community is where 
teaching/structure and Spirit align

• Teaching and structure provide consistency through the 
ebbs and flows of Spirit

• Spirit without teaching/structure can “go off the rails” (hurts 
people, loses focus, justifies lusts and greed) 



Healthy communities draw us to the centre

Lifeless Structure

Rigid beliefs

Perfectionism & 
Burnout

Purity/judgement

Exclusion

Hypocrisy

Living Structure

Direction/Focus

Meaningful 
Identity

Anchored/Wings

Flexible stability

Aligned Spirit

Radical Trust

Hopeful 
Energy

Love in Action

Joy 

Ego Energy

Fear

Laziness/Pride

Greed/Envy

Addictive 
Desires



Invitation to 
a church 
community:

Stay focused on the teaching & 
example of Jesus and all that 
resonates and integrates with it 
(regardless of what doctrines you 
believe)

Invite the spirit in diverse ways, 
and step out in action (begin)


